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About NGA and our services 
There are around 250,000 volunteer school governors and 
trustees of state-funded schools in England. Governing 
boards are supported by clerks and governance 
professionals and have an important relationship with 
school and trust leaders as well as engaging with staff, 
parents, pupils and the community. 

The National Governance Association (NGA) is an 
independent, not-for profit charity as well as the expert 
organisation for school and academy trust governance. Our 
charitable aim is to improve the educational standards and 
wellbeing of young people by increasing the effectiveness of 
governing boards and promoting high standards.

This is underpinned by our values which are the voices of 
all, evidence, expertise, and our independence. As well as 
embracing the Nolan Principles of Public Life (selflessness; 
integrity; objectivity; accountability; openness; honesty; 
leadership) and the Framework for Ethical Leadership in 
Education, we aim to be courageous, creative, visionary 
and light on our feet. We champion fairness and opportunity 
for all young people.

Information and guidance
In our extensive Knowledge Centre we provide highly 
popular practical tools and models, concise information 
sheets and detailed guidance on a wide range of education 
policy and governance practice topics to help boards carry 
out their role effectively.

Advice
Through the GOLDline service, we provide independent 
and timely legal, procedural and strategic advice to boards, 
bespoke to their settings and circumstances.

Membership
Providing valuable services and resources for our members 
is at the heart of what we do. All of our memberships 
include access to our extensive Knowledge Centre; a weekly 
newsletter putting a governance lens on the education news; 
our comprehensive induction handbooks; Governing Matters 
magazine published five times a year; and access to our 
national, regional and special interest events. 

Professional development
Developing as individuals as well as a board is essential to 
good governance. We provide comprehensive eLearning with 
Learning Link, deliver Department for Education (DfE) funded 
development programmes through Leading Governance, 
and provide training and consultancy services which includes 
external reviews of governance and board appraisal. 

Policy and research 
To understand and influence school and trust governance, 
we interpret and react to the latest education news and 
policy developments, respond to consultations and sit 
on advisory groups, and conduct original research into 
important governance practice issues.

Representation, influencing and 
campaigning 
At a national level, we represent the views of governors, 
trustees and clerks and work closely with and lobby the 
UK government. We work alongside and influence local, 
regional and national school improvement and school 
leadership organisations as well as campaigning on  
the issues of most concern to governing boards so that 
they can best improve education for their pupils. We also 
amplify the role of school governance in the media and at 
events by providing expert insight and promoting the views 
of the governance community.

Members tell us the top five reasons they 
join NGA are to:

  Keep up to date with changes

  Access independent information and resources

   Broaden their awareness of issues and good 
practice

  Understand the national perspective

  Learn from others 

* Reporting period of ‘this year’ is 1 November 2019 to 31 October 2020. 
All other figures and information correct at 31 October 2020. 
** This report of our achievements complements the formal report and 
accounts which are published on the Charity Commission website for the 
year up to 31 March 2020.
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Our reach

40% 
of boards in England 
are members

51,580
members receive our 
weekly newsletter

79% 
of GOLDline advice 
queries answered on 
the same day

32,500
copies of each 
Governing Matters 
magazine distributed

Our 11 free webinars
attracted 

10,372 viewers 

1,380
attended our 
membership events 
(online and in person)

We reach

63% 
of boards through all 
our services

1,066 chairs and 
clerks currently taking 
the Leading Governance 
programmes

13,775
Twitter  
followers

Learning Link  
users completed 
11,251 modules

684 chairs and 
clerks have completed 
the Leading Governance 
programmes

28% 
increase in Learning 
Link users since last 
year

12,253 
copies of our 
induction handbooks 
distributed

2,041
GOLDline advice 
queries resolved, up 
11% from last year

Young Governors’ 
Network 
membership 
increased by 15%

214
ethical leadership 
pathfinders engaged

We work with 108 
local partners to 
improve school 
governance  

6,864 governors 
and trustees took part 
in the annual school 
governance survey

1,153,831
page views in our 
Knowledge Centre

1,005
new Inspiring 
Governance 
volunteers supported
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Our growth

Membership
Our membership has grown significantly and steadily over 
the past decade. Membership fees account for around half 
of our income. With this income we deliver the membership 
benefits and invest to improve the quality of our services.

Here’s what our members say:
	“ The newsletter is an invaluable check on current  

events, the checklists are used annually, documents  
and templates a first point of reference, the GOLDline  
a superb resource which we’ve used many times.”

	“ I use NGA membership regularly and it is my first  
port of call for any queries/advice so I am confident  
that all decisions we make are based on the very  
best practice.” 

Learning link
Our eLearning platform has grown quickly since its 
launch in 2017 and is now the second highest source of 
income for NGA. Responding to demand from users, we 
have introduced new bitesize modules with a maximum 
15-minute duration to provide ‘just in time’ knowledge 
for governors, trustees and clerks. These cover Setting 
performance objectives for executive leaders; Minimising 
exclusions; Governance monitoring: A tool to help drive 
improvement; and Governance visits to schools. 

Here’s what our users say:
	“ I really like these new bite-sized training courses.  

They are ideal to upskill the governing board in  
a quick and accessible way.”

Professional development
We are one of the biggest providers of DfE funded 
development for chairs, clerks and boards through NGA 
Leading Governance which currently expires in March 
2021. Our consultancy service continues to see a growth 
in trust governance reviews and independent investigations 
including a rise in response to ESFA or RSC concerns. 
There is also increased demand for consultants to act as 
external advisors for executive leader appraisal. Our training 
service has continued to develop partnerships with local 
partners, and prior to lockdown saw interest in training 
significantly higher than ever before, which has renewed 
through online training in the new academic year. 

Here’s what our participants say:
	“ It’ s hard for me to overstate the benefits of attending 

the course. The relationships built have been absolutely 
critical to my ongoing support and development... I have 
no doubt that my ability to chair has been transformed  
by the course, which will lead to improved outcomes  
for the children at my school – the reason for doing what 
we do.” 

	“ As a relatively new clerk, I was keen to improve my 
skills, knowledge and effectiveness by participating 
in this programme. The course delivered in spades, 
and the opportunities to share best practice with other 
clerks on the programme during the face-to-face and 
virtual sessions was hugely beneficial… The learning in 
the workshop sessions and the mentoring support were 
fantastic – our tutor was an absolute star.”  
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Listening to our community
It is vital that we listen to and are guided by the voices and experiences of our members. This year we’ve held focus 
groups on Governing Matters and the Knowledge Centre to help us improve these services, conducted our annual 
membership survey and a survey of Learning Link users, and held a conference for our local partners. 

Here are some of the changes we’ve made in the past year in response to member feedback:

Created more ways for 
governors, trustees, clerks 
and the wider governance 
community to learn and 
develop through our new 
webinars and podcast

Made the newsletter 
easy to access 
by removing the 
requirement to login to 
the website to view it

As part of the redesign 
of Governing Matters, 
introduced naked mailing so 
it is more environmentally 
friendly. 160,000+ copies 
have now been sent out 
without a plastic wrap

Increased member 
engagement by holding 
focus groups with our 
members and users about 
our services

Introduced a 
dedicated trust 
governance page 
in the Knowledge 
Centre

Invested in the Knowledge 
Centre by recruiting a post 
to oversee and develop 
this area of the website 
and the resources in it

Taken our Leading 
Governance development 
programmes online so  
that governance volunteers 
and professionals can 
participate no matter  
their location

Introduced new bitesize 
eLearning modules to NGA 
Learning Link, providing 
essential just in time learning 
for busy governors, trustees 
and clerks

Invested in improving 
the speed and 
functionality of our 
website to provide a 
better experience

I haven’t accessed the site for quite some  
time and it was easy to find my way back in and 
navigate....and to realise just how much really 
useful content there is in here.
Knowledge Centre user

The training session was brilliantly focussed on  
what we were there to do... It gave us the chance to 
dig a bit deeper and think about issues other schools 
are facing and there was a positive momentum 
between the main session and the breakout rooms. 
The whole session was deftly handled by the facilitator 
who was obviously really experienced.
Training session participant
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Every year we ask 
members and service 
users about our 
performance:

average score for whether 
GOLDline is their board’s 
preferred source of advice

4.1  5out 
of

of users say their governance 
practice has improved through 
using Learning Link

75%

average induction handbook 
satisfaction score

4.1  5out 
of

say that NGA membership has a 
positive impact the effectiveness 
of their governing board 

85%
average Knowledge Centre 
satisfaction score

4.0  5out 
of

average score for how well NGA 
represents members’ voice

3.5  5out 
of

of members have been 
with NGA for 3+ years 

52%
average GOLDline 
satisfaction score

4.1  5out 
of

of users completing bitesize 
Learning Link modules say it 
has increased their governance 
knowledge

95%
4 out of 5 average Governing 
Matters satisfaction score

4.0  5out 
of

of chairs on Leading Governance 
say their board is more effective 
since completing the programme

95%

I feel incredibly supported by the GOLDline 
service and would be totally lost without it! 
Everybody is so helpful and friendly!
NGA member

Listening to the wider governance community (beyond our 
membership) informs our representing, influencing and 
campaigning work. 6,864 governors and trustees took part 
in the annual school governance survey 2020 – the highest 
ever response rate. We shared these findings through six 
mini research reports and presented the findings directly to 
education partners and policy makers. 

The top issues facing schools and trusts according  
to governors and trustees who responded to the annual 
survey are:
1. Balancing the budget: 40% 
2.  Staff wellbeing including workload: 36% 
3.  Ensuring a broad and balanced curriculum: 28% 
4. Improving attainment: 28% 
5. Pupil wellbeing: 28%
6. Support for pupils with SEND: 22%
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Priorities and influence 

Delivering our priorities 
Diversity and equalities 
Established a diversity and equalities advisory group, and 
continued the Everyone on Board campaign (in partnership 
with Inspiring Governance) and Young Governors’ Network. 
We published guidance and eLearning on ‘Equality and 
diversity: responsibilities, culture and impact’ (September 
2020) and made public commitments to action to improve 
the diversity of boards and to support board’s on their role 
in equalities for staff and pupils.

Governance recruitment
Continued delivery of the Inspiring Governance recruitment 
service and providing support to appointed volunteers. 
Supported boards through the volunteer recruitment 
process with the ‘Right people around the table’ guidance. 
Also continued the Educators on Board campaign. 

Chairing 
Provision of the Future Chairs recruitment service pilot 
and delivery of guidance and workshops on succession 
planning. In October 2020, we published a policy paper 
on Chairing a board: developing governance, sharing 
leadership and held a celebratory event for chairs.

Staffing 
To support boards with their responsibilities as (or in 
place of) employers, we released guidance on managing 
wellbeing and workload and created an evaluation tool 
‘Promoting a culture of wellbeing in schools and trusts’,  
as part of the National Wellbeing Partnership. 

Ethical leadership
Led a pathfinder project for schools and trusts to embed 
the Framework for Ethical Leadership in Education into their 
culture. In November 2019, we released a research report 
on Ethical leadership in Practice and alongside our partners 
held an Ethical Summit for pathfinders to share learnings.

MAT governance
Continued to provide guidance including on the role of 
members and executive pay, and resources including 
model schemes of delegation and a model role description 
for governance professionals. We conducted research on 
’Time to chair? Exploring the time commitments of chairs  
of MATs’ in January 2020 and ran several conferences  
and network meetings for MAT governance volunteers  
and professionals to share practice.

At the beginning of the year we had also planned that 
Visible Governance, clerking, SEND and sustainability 
would be key areas in which we would support boards.  

Due to the impact of COVID-19, these were put on hold 
and we will return to them in 2021. As this work was 
already in progress, we did publish a research report on 
‘Putting a price on effective clerking’ in March 2020 as well 
as holding a conference and network meeting for Clerks.

Alongside our priority projects, our bread and butter  
work ensures that governing boards are well-equipped  
to undertake their four core responsibilities:
1. Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction
2.  Holding the executive leaders to account for the 

educational performance of the school and its pupils, 
and the performance management of staff

3.  Overseeing the financial performance of the organisation 
and making sure its money is well spent

4. Ensuring the voices of stakeholders are heard

What governing boards and 

school leaders should expect 

from each other

This joint paper aims to improve the 

effectiveness of school governance. 

Underpinning it is an expectation 

that governing boards and school 

leaders will jointly develop effective 

working practices which are mutually 

supportive and respectful of each 

other’s roles and responsibilities.

The use of the term ‘governing board ’in 

this document refers to governing bodies 

in maintained schools and trust boards 

in academies. In multi academy trusts 

(MATs), boards may choose to delegate 

some of their responsibilities to a regional 

or academy level committee, often 

termed a local governing body. 

The use of the term ‘school leader’ 

includes those responsible for the 

performance of a school, or group of 

schools. This will include headteachers, 

executive headteachers and chief 

executives (CEOs), where they are 

the lead executive with formal legal 

and contractual accountability to the 

governing board and/or where they 

significantly support these aspects.

It is the view of our organisations that 

all governing boards and school leaders 

should meet the expectations set out in 

this document; evidenced through the 

adoption of a code of conduct. 

School governance carries significant 

responsibilities. There is more diversity 

in school structures now and more 

decisions to be made by governing 

boards. As such it’s important  

that members of the governing board 

understand the roles, remit and 

responsibilities for their specific context. 

Effective governance is essential for  

the health and success of any 

organisation. In any sector, when an 

organisation fails, there has often been 

a failure of governance. If we wish to 

prevent any school or academy trust 

failing its pupils, we need to ensure that 

governance is strong.

Effective governing boards should 

therefore be prepared and equipped to 

take their responsibilities seriously.

Governing boards must have:

§§ the right people around the table

§§ an understanding of their role  

and responsibilities, including  

those which may relate to them  

as an employer, such as health  

and safety responsibilities

§§ a good chair

§§ professional clerking

§§ good relationships based on trust

§§ relevant knowledge of the school 

and/or Trust– the curriculum, 

financial activities, data, the staff, 

the pupils, the parents, and the 

community 

§§ a commitment to asking challenging 

questions to hold school leaders to 

account 

§§ the confidence to have courageous 

conversations in the interests of the 

children and young people

School leaders in return  

must have:
§§ an understanding of governance 

(which could come from direct 

experience of governing), including 

acknowledging the role of the 

school’s accountable body.

§§ a willingness to provide information 

in the most appropriate way in order 

that the governing board can carry 

out its role

§§ a willingness to be challenged

§§ reasonable time to devote to 

ensuring professional relationships 

are established with governors  

and trustees

§§ the skills and understanding 

to develop effective working 

relationships with the governing 

board

1.  The respective roles 

of governance and 

management 

Governance is strategic and management 

is operational. This distinction between 

governance and management needs 

to be clearly understood by all, so that 

governors and trustees are not asked  

to, and do not try to, involve themselves 

in day to day management. Governors 

and trustees are there to govern, not to 

carry out other work within a school  

on a pro-bono basis. School leaders  

must not be micro-managed. The 

governing board should concentrate  

on matters related to strategy and school 

improvement, delegating to school 

leaders those tasks which are operational 

(for example, drafting policies, making 

judgements about teaching quality, and 

recruiting and deploying staff below 

senior leadership level).

The governing board, in partnership with 

the organisation’s leadership, should 

determine and articulate a clear vision 

as to where they want the school and/

or Trust to be in 3–5 years’ time. This 

should lead to the identification of the 

November 2019

Being Strategic  

A guide for governing boards 

and school leaders

Improving governance 

and outcomes for 

pupils in schools and 

academy trusts

October 2020
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This included updates to two popular pieces of guidance: 
‘What governing boards and school leaders should expect 
from each other’ guidance, with the Association of School 
and College Leaders (ASCL), the National Association of 
Head Teachers (NAHT), the Local Government Association 
(LGA) and the Institute of School Business Leaders 
(ISBL) (November 2019) and ‘Being Strategic: a guide for 
governing boards and school leaders’, with ASCL and 
NAHT (October 2020).

We also refreshed and simplified our ever-popular skills 
audit and matrix, model role descriptions and model code 
of conduct.

We have also continued to update our popular induction 
handbooks Welcome to Governance, Welcome to a Multi 
Academy Trust and The Chair’s Handbook. 

Thank you to our partners who have supported the 
development of our resources, and the governors,  
trustees and clerks who took part in research and  
provided valuable feedback in the development of  
our information and guidance. 

Representing and influencing
In November 2019, we published our manifesto of 12 policy 
positions for parliamentarians to consider to secure positive 
change for those governing schools in the interests of 
pupils. It called for:
1. Prominence and support for governance
2. Addressing of the big issues identified by our members
3.  Stability and support for schools irrespective of their 

structure

We have acted as the expert voice of governance in: 

§	The DfE’s review group of the National Headteacher’s 
Standards including convening focus groups with 
governors and trustees

§	The DfE’s expert reform group of the National Leaders  
of Governance programme

§	The review of the National Professional Qualifications  
for education professionals 

§	Giving evidence to the Commission on Race  
and Ethnic Disparities 

We have responded to consultations on:

§	The School Teachers’ Review Body on pay including 
giving oral evidence

§	The DfE’s Special educational needs and disability 
(SEND) review

§	The DfE’s model articles of association for  
academy trusts 

§	Ofqual’s Awarding of Centre Assessed Grades  
for GCSE and A level pupils

A guide for newly appointed trustees

Welcome to  

a Multi Academy Trust

NGA 
GUIDE
3RD EDITION

NGA 
GUIDE
11TH EDITION

A guide for new governors  

and trustees of single schools 

Welcome to Governance

NGA 
GUIDE
8TH EDITION

A guide for chairs of governing boards 

of schools and academy trusts 

8th edition

The Chair’s Handbook

March 2020
By Sam Henson, Director of Policy and Information 

and Nina Sharma, Policy and Information officer

A view from the board: 

the new Education 

Inspection Framework 

We have input into the development of:

	§ The DfE’s governance handbook

	§ The Education and Skills Funding Agency’s Academies 
Financial Handbook

In addition, we have met regularly with the under- 
secretary of state with responsibility for governance  
and the Department for Education’s Advisory Group  
on Governance.

In March 2020,  
we published a 
research report  
‘A view from the 
board: Ofsted’s 
new inspection 
framework’  
as part of our work 
influencing Ofsted’s 
new Education 
Inspection Framework. 

We are proud to lend our support to these important 
initiatives across the education sector: 

  Association of Education Advisers programme

  BAME Forum’s leadership development programme

  National Wellbeing Partnership

  UK Council for Subject Associations directory

  Well Schools, by sitting on their advisory board

  Youth Sports Trust governor toolkit

  Foundation for education development
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Responding to COVID-19
Supporting governing boards in their response to the COVID-19 (Covid) pandemic has been a significant priority during 2020. We listened to the 
feedback, questions and experiences shared by boards through our newsletter and focus groups; represented the governance community in several DfE 
stakeholder groups and ministerial meetings; and put a governance lens on all the news and developments as well as sharing practical experiences and 
tips on adapting to virtual governance. Our Learning Link service meant that boards and individuals were able to continue learning remotely. 

March
§	Produced three information sheets on the 

rapidly changing information – from dealing 
with the initial threat to responding to the 
closure of schools to most pupils

§	Opened the GOLDline advice service to 
all boards, regardless of membership, 
that needed information and advice about 
responding to the impact of the pandemic 
on their school/trust

§	Created a Covid information hub in the 
Knowledge Centre, open access for all 
who needed it

§	Delivered our first ever webinar – 
‘Governing through Covid’ with 2,544 
viewers live and on demand

§	Published guidance on continuing the 
business of governing boards and holding 
meetings virtually

April
§	Produced an information sheet on 

safeguarding and child protection 

§	Announced a joint research project 
with Ofsted to explore the short and 
long term impacts of Covid and its 
implications for governing boards

May
§	Produced three information sheets on:  

supporting schools to deal with 
bereavement, the role of boards in the safe 
re-opening of schools, and carrying out the 
staffing functions of the governing board

§	Delivered webinars on what Covid means 
for boards as employers and the role of 
governing boards in the safe reopening of 
schools

§	Set up a FAQ page providing broad 
guidance in response to common queries 
from boards 

§	Provided clear and timely guidance on the 
governing board’s role and responsibilities 
in the phased reopening of schools for 
more pupils at a time of uncertainty, both 
to our members and in the national press 
and broadcast media 

§	Conducted a snapshot survey of just over 
2,350 primary school governors on plans 
for further opening of schools with the 
BBC – this attracted headline online and 
broadcast coverage and was picked up  
by other national media

§	Following the survey, NGA wrote to the 
secretary of state urging the government 
to drop its ambition to have all primary 
children return to school for a month 
before the summer holidays

June
§	The government agreed with primary 

governors and trustees, as well as NGA’s 
letter, that it was not possible for all pupils 
to return to school for a month before the 
school holidays

§	Published an information sheet on how 
boards can help to reduce educational 
disadvantage caused and exacerbated  
by Covid

§	Provided joint guidance with ASCL and 
NAHT on the conduct of schools/trusts  
on professional and organisational matters 
in light of Covid

July
§	Published an information sheet and  

held a webinar on preparing for full  
school opening 

These resources will  
make a difference.  
You are doing a great job.

30% increase 
in Learning Link 
modules completed 
between April and 
October compared 
to previous year

Thank you for all 
that you have done 
to support and lead 
governance during the COVID 
crisis. There has been many a 
difficult question and I have much 
appreciated the NGA’s timely 
advice and webinars… the NGA’s 
work has been a huge help.
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August
§	During the exam results fiasco, called on 

the government to reconsider its approach 
and instead use student centre assessed 
grades, and maintained dialogue with 
Ofqual and the DfE

§	Open access to GOLDline and the Covid 
information hub ends

§	Wrote jointly with ASCL and NAHT to the 
Prime Minister to express concern about 
difficulties in obtaining Covid tests and 
accessing timely advice from local health 
protection teams 

§	Sent a joint letter with ASCL and 
NAHT to Ofsted to express collective 
disappointment at the inspectorate’s 
proposed autumn term visits to schools

§	Published a joint research report  
with Ofsted – Governing in unprecedented 
times – showing how boards rapidly 
adapted to new challenges posed  
by Covid

§	Backed a call by ASCL to the DfE for 
an independent review into the fiasco of 
awarding grades 

§	Published an information sheet on parent 
governor elections

§	Moved all NGA’s regional conferences, 
training sessions and Leading Governance 
cohorts online for the  
new term

September

October
§	Submitted a set of joint proposals to the 

government aiming to make next summer’s 
GCSEs and A levels as fair as possible, 
alongside ASCL, NAHT, NEU and NASUWT

§	Produced information sheets on Ofsted 
visits, monitoring full school opening, remote 
education – expectations, support and 
monitoring, and parental communication  
and engagement

Thank you to everyone 
at the NGA for all the 
amazing support you 
are giving us governors. 
Time and time again your 
resources are succinct, 
accurate, readable and most 
importantly available when 
we need it.

234,594 
views to our Covid 
information hub

The advice  
team  
supported 

159
non-GOLD members

The help and support 
and guidance provided 
throughout this 
challenging time has been 
invaluable … Thank you  
for everything you do and  
for always being the voice  
of reason.

Just done the webinar 
of questions governors 
should ask before 
the school reopens – risk 
assessment, responsibility 
etc. Excellent – thank you. 
Clear, concise and easy  
to implement.

Our 11 free webinars 
attracted 

10,372
viewers

125 virtual  
Leading Governance 
sessions delivered
(from 23 September to 31 October)
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Our team and partners

42
We have a team 
of 42 staff at 
Governance HQ in 
Birmingham

43% 
of our staff govern

62 consultants  
and facilitators  
support our 
professional 
development service

11 trustees on 
NGA’s board, of which 
8 are member elected

Our current 
pay ratio is 
3.75:1 
between the highest 
and lowest paid staff

4.2 out of 5  
average score when 
staff were asked if 
they feel proud to 
work for NGA

Thank you to our partners 
We work flexibly with local authorities and local partners where invited to do 
so to support governance information, insight and development in response to 
local needs. This includes supplying eLearning and bespoke training, delivering 
Leading Governance development cohorts together and attending and 
speaking at local conferences. 

We work with national partners to further our charitable aims: 

We wanted to create a high-quality governance development 
programme that our governors and trustees would find useful  
and relevant. So, we turned to NGA, as leaders in the field. Using our 
local knowledge and experience and the expertise of NGA we created 
a new comprehensive programme for the year. All workshops have 
been oversubscribed, feedback has been excellent, and we have 
added further sessions. Working with NGA has been an extremely 
rewarding experience.
Local Authority Governor Services Manager 
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Membership remains the largest source of income for NGA with Learning Link now the 
second biggest contributor. This growth in income generated has enabled the board to invest 
in our staff team through recruitment and continuing professional development, as well as in 
continually developing our membership and eLearning offer in line with the needs of users. 

NGA is a registered charity, taking an approach of social enterprise to generate income that 
we can invest back into services for governors, trustees and clerks to meet our charitable aim. 
In addition, NGA is proud to be delivering two contracts for the Department for Education – 
Leading Governance and Inspiring Governance. The income we receive from these contracts 
is invested in delivering the development programmes to the highest standard and to 
providing support to newly appointed volunteers and delivering recruitment campaigns. 

I, along with the other trustees, am very proud of the continued significant growth of NGA. 
It remains a fantastic organisation producing what those who are governing need. This has 
been more evident than ever as the staff team adapted to a new way of working through the 
pandemic while putting the need to help members to support their schools and trusts first. 

A sincere thank you to our members, Learning Link users, Leading Governance participants 
and training and consultancy clients for their ongoing engagement and valued feedback. Over 
these strange and difficult months, the commitment and care to pupils shown by governors, 
trustees and clerks alongside their executive leaders has been tremendous. It is a privilege for 
NGA to support and serve you.

Maggi Bull, chair of trustees, National Governance Association 




